Based on type, the market for dust control systems has been segmented into wet and dry. The wet segment accounted for a larger market share of the global dust control systems market in 2017. Wet dust control systems are further segmented into wet scrubbers and wet electrostatic precipitators. As wet electrostatic precipitators are used to treat sub-micron particulates, such as aerosols or fumes, their demand is expected to grow at a higher rate. The dry dust control systems are segmented into bag dust collectors, electrostatic dust collectors, vacuum dust collectors, modular dust collectors, and cyclone dust control systems. The electrostatic dust collectors segment is projected to grow at the highest CAGR, followed by the bag dust collectors segment. By mobility, the market for dust control systems has been segmented into mobile controllers and fixed controllers. The mobile controllers segment dominated the global dust control systems market with a relatively larger share in 2017. Mobile controllers include sub-types such as handheld, self-propelled, tractor-mounted, and trailed. Easy and efficient working of tractor-mounted dust control systems makes it the dominant and fastest-growing market, globally.

The global Dust Control Systems market was valued at xx million US$ in 2018 and will reach xx million US$ by the end of 2025, growing at a CAGR of 5.6% during 2019-2025.

This report focuses on Dust Control Systems volume and value at global level, regional level and company level. From a global perspective, this report represents overall Dust Control Systems market size by analyzing historical data and future prospect. Regionally, this report categorizes the production, apparent consumption, export and import of Dust Control Systems in North America, Europe, China, Japan, Southeast Asia and India.

For each manufacturer covered, this report analyzes their Dust Control Systems manufacturing sites, capacity, production, ex-factory price, revenue and market share in global market.

The following manufacturers are covered:
Nederman
Donaldson Company
Illinois Tool Works
Sly Filters
Spraying Systems
CW Machine Worx
Dust Control Systems
Colliery Dust Control
Duztech AB
Dust Control Technologies
Savic
Heylo
Bosstek
Emicontrols
Beltran Technologies
Segment by Regions
North America
Europe
China
Japan
Southeast Asia
India
Segment by Type
Mobile controllers
Handheld
Self-propelled
Tractor-mounted
Trailer
Fixed controllers
Segment by Application
Construction
Mining
Oil & gas
Chemical
Textile
Pharmaceuticals
Food & beverage
Others (power & utility and metal & finishing industries)
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